EDA – Building Strong Regions
The completed Resilient Region Plan with 11 Theme areas

Appendix to the RR Plan:

- CEDs (regions; Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy)
- FHEA (Fair Housing Equity Assessment)
- Regional Transportation Plan
- Regional Land Use Plan
- Policy, measurement & Funding
"If you do what you've always done, you'll get what you've always gotten."

~ Anthony Robbins

More than 600 engaged; inspired innovation, new strategies & inclusive implementation.
Create and celebrate success along the way......

26 projects started our journey
Policy Toolkit & Model Ordinances - Local officials embraced policy matters
CHAMPION INTERVIEW VIDEOS

Michelle Buechel - Community

Evan Falm - Changing Regulations

Tim Houle - Champion Chair

Larry Lundland - Education and Workforce

Mike Norden - Local Rural Development

Jason Baker - Energy

Annie Jones - Local Food

Jan Vester - Healthcare

Todd Holman - Natural Resources and Development Patterns

Jennifer Enstrom - Affordable Housing/Housing

SPOUT Local Food HUB Gathering Videos

Click here for the six you tuned into from the food hub gathering.

Webinars

Click here to view The Nuts and Bolts of Determining a Regional Plan.

Testimonials

A Community-Driven, University-Associated Partnership
Working Together to Create a Resilient Region

Testimonials Part 1 - Video Here

Testimonials Part 2 - View Here

“HUD/DOE/TPA 3 federal agencies, got together for the first time in our history, and offered this opportunity for regions to create a sustainable plan. Looking 25 years into the future, saying, ‘Where do we want to be 25 years from now? Looking at it from an economic vitality, looking at it from an environmental stewardship point of view and socially responsible practices as well. We wanted to make sure that all the work was grassroots driven and that the plans were coming from community.” (Cheryl Lee Hills, Executive Director, Region 5 Development Commission)

“Part of the reason I am so intrigued by the regional planning efforts is because I have living here, I am looking forward to a future here and in order for that to be prosperous and possible I want it to be sustainable.” (Quinn Swanson, Non-Profit - Food and Water)

“I am not as much interested in the future for myself, because I might not be here much longer. I am interested in the future for my children and my grandchildren, and the future of everyone else – that is why I am on this committee.” (Ann Hansen, Non-Profit - Historical Preservation)

Tim Houle:  http://youtu.be/0q7CJbHtQec
Enter the **CHAMPIONS**......fall of 2012

No single organization or person....however innovative or influential could accomplish our goals alone.

Champions implement RR Plan with $30 million - NEW support!

http://www.resilientregion.org/cms/files/Copy%20of%20Resilient%20Region%20Investment%20Calculation%20as%20of%20July%202014.pdf